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ABSTRACT
The continued rise in student debt has had disproportionate negative effects for Black borrowers.
Plans proposing student debt forgiveness should foreground the potential impact on those worst
affected. We use data from the 2016 Survey of Consumer Finances to model the impact of debt
forgiveness at multiple levels of cutoffs on borrowers’ loan obligations and for the racial wealth gap.

INTRODUCTION
With cumulative U.S. student debt now topping $1.67 trillion (St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank 2020),
there is growing consensus that funding higher education through individual debt is an
unsustainable practice. Student debt is weighing down multiple generations of Americans. Millions of
students enroll in higher education each year in pursuit of enhanced economic stability, but leave
college with a debt load that takes decades to repay—if it is repaid at all. Even before the current
economic crisis, the shifting demographics of college attendance, rising tuition costs, and stagnant
earnings have required revisiting assumptions that virtually any amount of debt is worth it over the
long term (McMillan Cottom 2017). Recent research has shown the disproportionate (Seamster and
Charron-Chénier 2017) and lasting (Sullivan, Meschede, Shapiro and Escobar 2019) burden of student
debt on Black households. Moreover, the growing debt burden falling on marginalized groups raises
concerns that student debt is becoming a racialized means of financial exploitation via “predatory
inclusion” (Seamster and Charron-Chénier 2017).

Recently, politicians, scholars and affected groups have called for student debt forgiveness as a
remedial measure. Student debt cancellation featured prominently in the 2020 presidential
Democratic primary, with several candidates adopting some form of student debt forgiveness in their
platform. Debt forgiveness is key to addressing inequality and rebuilding families’ capacity to weather
economic shocks, both of which have growing importance in the emerging economic crisis of 2020.
Forgiving student debt is also a matter of racial justice (Zewde and Hamilton 2019). Student debt, as
federal policy, has reproduced and exacerbated the Black/white racial wealth gap and economic
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inequality. Therefore, any proposed intervention should foreground analysis of potential impacts on
these racial disparities in debt burden and distress.

In this paper, we argue the forty-year experiment in devolving the cost of higher education to
individuals has caused specific and avoidable harms that can be partly remedied through extensive
debt forgiveness. Using data from the Survey of Consumer Finances, we propose simulations of
student debt forgiveness to determine the impact of various student debt forgiveness policies of up to
$50,000 on household wealth levels. We focus specifically on the impact of forgiveness policies on
vulnerable borrowers with negative net worth and on the racial wealth gap analyzing impacts for
Black and white households. As a primary policy focus, we aim to identify debt forgiveness levels that
maximize benefit to households (in terms of overall reach and proportion of vulnerable households
affected), while promoting racial equity.

We find that student debt relief would substantially improve the financial security of Black and white
borrower households and have profound impacts for the asset security of Black households overall,
who would experience substantial relative wealth gains. For both Black and white borrower
households, greater student debt relief leads directly to greater benefits, with the greatest marginal
gains in relief occurring at lower cancellation amounts. The analysis indicates that debt forgiveness at
levels from $10,000 up to $50,000 would have broad reach.1 For instance, $20,000 in forgiveness would
forgive all student loan debt for over half of borrowing households, while $40,000 would leave 75
percent without any educational debt. Although projected net worth gains for Black households
overall are substantial due to the greater proportion of Black households holding student debt
relative to the proportion of white households, impacts on the racial wealth gap would be modest.
Thus, the analysis suggests that student loan forgiveness should be coupled with a broader policy
agenda aimed at equity.

We conducted additional analyses, not featured here, exploring the impact of higher levels of debt forgiveness,
and additional policy levers (like an income cutoff). We found diminishing returns of forgiveness amounts
above $50,000, especially for Black households. These findings will be published in a future version of this
working paper.
1
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Student Debt as a (Failed) Social Policy
The United States’ current student loan system bears little resemblance to its origin in the 1950s as a
small supplement to students, who for the most part could repay the cost of public tuition through
summer jobs (Herrine 2019). The federal government’s role has evolved too, from guaranteeing private
loans, to eventually, with the Obama administration’s Direct Loans, serving as the lender itself. The
public nature of these loans has earned less critical attention than is warranted given the structure
and consequences of student debt. Far from its original intent, the student debt system has itself
become big business for loan servicers and collection agencies, securities, and private lenders who
help students refinance loans, not to mention the federal government itself. Some have argued that
precipitous growth in student loans does not just reflect sharp tuition increases, but helped drive
these increasing costs (see Berman and Stivers 2015 for discussion), as universities have competed to
capture market share of students with guaranteed access to student debt. Tressie McMillan Cottom
(2017) has emphasized the for-profit education industry’s heavy dependence on student loans, and
has warned that ostensibly “non-profit” institutions’ strategies for survival will also increasingly rely
on loans for tuition revenues.

While nominally public, this model devolves responsibility for education costs to individuals. As
educational costs increase, federal and state support has not kept track. In 2012, the maximum Pell
Grant of $5,500 only covered 30 percent of students’ average total cost of attendance at a four-year
public college (NCES 2015, tables 1.0 and 1.2). Higher education’s share of state funding fell by a third
since 1990 (Mitchell, Leachman, and Masterson 2017), and the transition accelerated over the Great
Recession. Between 2008 and 2013, the median research university saw its state funding cut by over 26
percent (American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2015). In 2017, funding was still roughly $10 billion
below pre-Recession levels after inflation (Mitchell, Leachman, and Masterson, 2017).

The effects of this shift in higher education financing are disproportionately borne by Black students
(Kahn, Huelsman, and Mishory 2019). Indeed, public institutions of higher education moved from a
public-funding model to self-financing just as Black students and other students of color gained
entry, having fought back against discrimination and exclusion. It coincided with a larger post-Civil
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Rights turn against investments in public goods from education (Steinbaum 2019, Seamster, and
Henricks 2015) to taxes (Henricks and Seamster 2016) and welfare (Gilens 2009). Critical attention to
this debt-based system is essential to identify its potential predatory design and effects, especially
when it comes to disproportionate negative impacts on Black borrowers.

Social Mobility and Student Debt
The assumption that college is the primary means to achieve economic mobility is undermined by the
contemporary reality of student debt. Many argue that student debt is a reasonable investment, more
than repaid through higher future earnings. However, the cumulative effects of rising costs of
attendance, the changing student population and higher education landscape, and trends in postcollege employment options challenge this assumption. College tuition has risen significantly over
this period and income has not kept up. The result is a credentialization trap (McMillan Cottom 2017)
whereby more education is required to get the same jobs: “As successive cohorts have climbed further
up the ladder of higher education, the ladder itself is subsiding” (Morgan and Steinbaum 2018, 6).
While student debt has always most affected young people (for obvious reasons), student debt is now
following people much longer than it used to. Almost a third of student debt is held by people over 40
(Sullivan et al., 2015). Student debt is also hindering people, especially young educated adults, from
making significant investments, like buying a home (Mezza, Ringo, Sherlund, and Sommer 2016). In
2017, a survey found student debt was the most common expense preventing first-time homebuyers
from saving for a down payment (55 percent of first-time buyers and 38 percent of repeat buyers)
(National Association of Realtors).

The past few decades have seen the entry of more first-generation students into college. Firstgeneration students typically have fewer family resources and less intergenerational wealth to
subsidize education costs or help pay off debt, and are less likely to earn a degree (Wilbur and Roscigno
2016). Seventy percent of college students work to help their families and pay college costs, with lowincome students working more hours than students from higher income families. In 2012, 74 percent
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of “low-income working learners” were working over 15 hours a week, the amount at which working
starts to adversely impact grades (Carnevale and Smith 2018).

Students who work are disproportionately likely to be non-white (Carnevale and Smith 2018), and 40
percent of Black students, compared to 30 percent of white students, worked over forty hours a week
while in college (NCES 2016). Many students also experience housing and food insecurity, especially
those in community colleges (Broton and Goldrick-Rab, 2018; Bruening, Argo, Payne-Sturges, and Laska,
2017; Goldrick-Rab, Richardson, and Hernandez 2017).

These disparities also matter for debt repayment. Students from families with income under $30,000
have difficulty repaying debt because only half earn over $25,000 five years after graduation; half of
these students experience negative amortization (loans growing over time due to accumulated
interest) five years after graduation (Carnevale and Smith 2018). Particularly at our public institutions
and for-profit schools, today’s students experience college through a lens of crushing debt.

Consequences of Racial Inequity in Student Debt
Analyzing racial disparities in student debt is important to understand who does and does not
benefit from this system, and how and why reform or outright dismantling is necessary. Student debt
levels are growing at a higher rate for Black than for white borrowers. Average student debt for Black
households nearly tripled in the twelve years surrounding the Recession (Seamster and CharronChénier 2017). This disproportionate burden on Black families has been observed across successive
cohorts of students (e.g., Houle and Addo 2019) and in zip codes with more Black residents
(Haughwout, Lee, Scally, and van der Klaauw 2019; Student Borrower Protection Center, 2020). The
disparity holds even when considering class differences across students: low-income Black borrowers
owe more than similarly situated white borrowers (Grinstein-Weiss et al 2016).

Studies have illuminated many factors making student debt riskier for Black borrowers. Black
students have a higher likelihood of attending predatory for-profits (Kahn et al 2019), higher
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likelihood of having to take on debt to finance education, lower likelihood of graduating (e.g. Jackson
and Reynolds 2013), and higher likelihood of default (Scott-Clayton 2018). Black households’ recentlyincreasing participation in higher education is likely in part due to economic “push factors.” Black
unemployment rates, which consistently double those of white unemployment rates (e.g. Hamilton
and Darity 2015), soared during the Great Recession, pushing many to return to school to escape a bad
job market and improve chances of success in later employment (McMillan Cottom 2017). Although it
is impossible to forecast the full impact of 2020’s Covid-19 economic catastrophe, we are likely to see a
similar dynamic driving at least some people back to school in the long term, with short-term
variations. For instance, one online survey found both that Black students’ college plans were more
likely than whites’ to have been cancelled or changed, and yet they were more also more likely to be
pursuing higher education plans (Strada 2020).

While student debt represents a significant burden for many households, it tends to be more
burdensome to Black families due to longstanding wealth inequality and structural racism. The shift
to privatized financing of higher education is actively worsening racial disparities that stem largely
from historical discrimination. Education debt has contributed to the recent rise in racial wealth
inequality (Kahn, Huelsman and Mishory 2019), along with predatory mortgage lending and the
subsequent housing implosion (Burd-Sharps and Rasch 2015). Alongside the higher risk Black families
are shouldering with student debt, they also see lower returns for their investment. Collectively, the
large increase in Black households’ student debt is undermining the gains made by the fragile Black
middle class. Addo and coauthors found that Black wealth is less protective for young Black borrowers
than white wealth is for young white borrowers (Addo, Houle and Simon 2016). For the Black middle
class, student debt-to-income ratios are very high, an indicator of the extra credentialization required
to compensate for employment discrimination (Morgan and Steinbaum 2018). Black borrowers also
have lower familial wealth and post-college income, making debt harder to pay off and contributing
to a higher debt-to-income ratio (Baker 2019).

The federal student debt system has effectively created dual tracks. Wealthier white students (who
arguably need loans the least for economic mobility) can leverage student loans into higher earnings,
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and pay them off much more easily. Meanwhile, Black students are yoked with higher student debt
and less ability to repay it (Moultrie et al. 2020). Research has tracked this bifurcation in the burden of
student debt over a person’s lifetime. The racial gap in student debt between Black and white
borrowers tripled for recent graduates just four years after graduation (Scott-Clayton and Li 2016), and
more than quadrupled by year twelve (Scott-Clayton 2018). Twenty years after starting school, the
median white borrower had paid off 94% of their education debt, while the median Black borrower
still owed 95% of their debt (Sullivan, Meschede, Shapiro, and Escobar 2019).

This bifurcation of outcomes into “white debt” and “Black debt” matches patterns in racialized debt
experiences observed in other domains (Seamster 2019). Black debt can range from the higher credit
collection rates in Black neighborhoods (Kiel 2015), to predatory mortgages (Rugh, Albright and
Massey 2015), payday loans (Charron-Chénier 2019), and legal financial obligations like court fines
(Harris 2016, Henricks, and Harvey 2017). In each of these predatory debt forms, profit derives less
from timely repayment than from fees and penalties incurred in a long-term debtor relationship.
Because few of our statistics on student debt focus on cumulative amounts paid by debtors, measures
like default or repayment rate fail to fully capture the actual economic burden that student debt
imposes on families. This is important because low payoff rates and high default rates among Black
families does not equate to Black households not making payments—it can often mean that lending
conditions are such that the financial burden of debt grows faster than households can manage.

Without intervention, these policies and institutional practices will continue to wedge the wealth
holdings of Black and white households further apart. We have an opportunity to redress some of
these negative effects and implement more equitable methods of funding higher education. This
opportunity, however, should not be understood or presented as an all-encompassing solution for
racial inequality. Erasing student debt with an eye to racial justice is not the same as eliminating
racial wealth inequality: the racial wealth inequality dynamic is a much larger problem with longterm causes and demanding a larger and more comprehensive set of interventions. As Zewde and
Hamilton write, “Relieving student debt is not the policy tool for eliminating the racial wealth gap”
(2019). Nonetheless, existing evidence shows clear disparate harm of student debt for Black
CREATIVE COMMONS COPYRIGHT 2020 BY THE ROOSEVELT INSTITUTE | ROOSEVELTINSTITUTE.ORG
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households. As such, student debt forgiveness can be a remedial or restorative policy, serving as a
harm reduction and future harms prevention. Analyzing the effect of education debt forgiveness
through a racial and wealth lens should be seen as part of a much larger package of policy solutions
(see, for instance, Oliver and Shapiro 2019, Hamilton and Darity 2017 for additional suggestions).

Need and Policy Momentum for Reform
Momentum has grown in recent years for policy action to address the negative impacts of student
debt in general, and the disparate impacts for Black students in particular (see, for example, Berman
2019, Goldstein 2019, Mitchell and Fuller 2019, and Jiménez and Glater 2020). Policy proposals typically
focus on both relief for current borrowers and ways to prevent debt levels from rising again (e.g., free
public college or state and local promise programs (College Promise Campaign 2018)). While these
policies are discussed together frequently and comprise necessary parts of comprehensive higher
education reform packages, solutions for current and future borrowers require distinct policy action.
The paper focuses on relief for existing borrowers as a correction to that the harmful student loan
experiment of recent decades. Thus, this section outlines some of the major debt reduction and relief
policies for current borrowers, leaving discussion of financial assistance and free tuition programs
for future students to other analyses.

Relief proposals for current borrowers may be understood to fit within several broad frameworks.
Some researchers and policymakers have suggested reforms should focus on improving access to and
simplifying the existing Income-Driven Repayment (IDR) program, which caps payments based on
income, but has been insufficient in its current form to avert defaults and ongoing loan burdens
among current borrowers. For example, Looney (2019) has suggested making the existing Revised Pay
As You Earn (REPAYE) program, which caps payments at 10 percent of discretionary income, the
default repayment plan for borrowers. Additional proposals (e.g. McKay and Kingsbury 2019, Baum
and Chingos 2017) including bills introduced in Congress in recent years such as the Affordable Loans
for Any Student Act, aim to improve IDR without providing direct loan relief (Affordable Loans for Any
Student Act 2019).
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Given the escalating debt burdens particularly among Black and other students of color, others have
suggested that current student loan crisis requires direct relief to borrowers. Debates within this
perspective have largely centered on eligibility, levels of forgiveness, and impacts on economically
vulnerable populations and students of color (Huelsman 2019, Miller, Campbell, Cohen and Hancock
2019, Steinbaum 2019). In 2019, several candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2020
proposed new debt relief proposals for current borrowers. Top candidates Warren and Sanders led the
discussion, each with a substantial debt relief proposal that was part of a larger college affordability
platform. In April 2019, Senator Warren announced a plan for student debt relief that would cancel up
to $50,000 in student debt for each borrower in households with income of $100,000 or less, phasing
out by $1 for every $3 in income above $100,000 up to $250,000 (Warren 2019).2 Two months later,
Senator Sanders introduced a bill that would eliminate all outstanding debt for all borrowers (Sanders
2019). Each of these proposals received significant attention last year, with ongoing debates about
their impacts and progressivity. Several other former candidates, including Julián Castro, Kamala
Harris and Pete Buttigieg, proposed more targeted loan forgiveness plans for smaller groups of
eligible borrowers.

The rationale for debt relief has only gained strength with COVID-19’s devastating economic impact
on U.S. households. With over 20 million people unemployed and another ninemillion people
furloughed in May 2020 (Shapiro 2020), the crisis already rivals the depths of the Great Depression.
Even before this crisis, two in five American families reported being unable to cover an unexpected
$400 in an emergency (Federal Reserve 2019). Consumer debt—an indicator of collective financial
strain—has been steadily climbing in the past decade (Federal Reserve Bank of New York 2020). In this
already challenging context, soaring unemployment will most likely destroy households’ financial
liquidity. Economically and racially marginalized households were already at greatest risk for
catastrophic consequences, whether job loss or vulnerability to the coronavirus (Pirtle 2020). The

Our research team analyzed the racial wealth impacts of this proposal for Senator Warren, providing the
impetus for the present paper. See https://elizabethwarren.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Experts-Letter-toSenator-Warren-.pdf.
2
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unemployment rate for Black Americans was 16.8 percent in May 2020, compared to 12.4 percent for
white workers (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020).

Alleviating these growing economic vulnerabilities and inequalities will require significant
government action at the federal, state, and local levels. One major lever available to the federal
government is student debt forgiveness. Debt forgiveness has appeal as part of a stimulus plan, since
money otherwise going to creditors will be freed up for families’ spending. Moreover, federal student
loans, by virtue of their ownership by government, can be more easily erased than other forms of debt
(e.g., mortgages and consumer debt). So far, however, the federal government has offered economic
support primarily through new debt mechanisms or extending preexisting debt terms, which do not
address the longer economic crisis that will most likely follow (Foohey, Jiménez and Odinet 2020a,
2020b). But the recent debate on student debt forgiveness has laid major groundwork for this
moment, hashing out means by which the federal government could forgive some or all student debt.3

Policy Aims and Structure of the Analysis
Our analysis aims to contribute to this area of the policy discussion by providing further insight into
the projected effects of student loan debt relief plans by estimating the impacts of debt relief
proposals on wealth, with a specific focus on impacts for racial wealth inequality. Evidence presented
above suggests the student loan system is broken, and the current student loan crisis uniquely harms
the current generation of borrowers, particularly Black borrowers. In undertaking any policy analysis,
core goals by which the policy will be judged must be established (Bardach 2012). It is therefore
important to establish key aims for any student debt relief policy and measures by which we would
judge that policy successful. Broadly, our policy goals and metrics for addressing the student debt
crisis include:
●

Providing substantial, widespread relief as measured by percentage of borrowers who receive
full debt cancellation;

Some have argued that most student debt could be erased through an executive order, without congressional
approval (Herrine 2019).
3
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●

Generating significant relief for the most vulnerable borrowers, operationalized as the
percentage of borrowers who move from negative to positive net worth values, particularly
among Black borrowers;4 and

●

Promoting greater racial equity as measured by the racial wealth gap, measured in relative and
absolute wealth gains.

The rest of this paper evaluates potential design options for a national student debt relief policy,
primarily different levels of debt forgiveness, by estimating how the projected policy impacts our
stated measures. The remainder of the paper is as follows: the next section outlines our data and
methods. Then we present our findings and evaluate them in light of our policy goals. We conclude by
discussing the implications of our findings for policy design and passage in the area of student debt
relief.

DATA AND METHODS
Data
Data for this paper come from the Survey of Consumer Finances, a comprehensive triennial survey of
U.S. families’ financial lives. We use data for 2016, the most recent year available. The SCF is sponsored
by the Federal Reserve Board and the U.S. Department of the Treasury. Data collection is implemented
by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the University of Chicago. The SCF relies on a dualframe sampling design. Roughly three quarters of respondents are selected using a multi-stage area
probability design common in national survey research. In an effort to include enough wealthier
families in the sample, the remaining respondents are sampled from a group of wealthier households
identified using tax data records. As a result, the SCF allows analysts to generate robust estimates for
the whole range of the asset distribution. We use non-response adjusted sampling weights provided
by the Federal Reserve to correct for differences in the probability of selection across respondents. The

4

The Aspen Institute and the Center for American Progress (CAP) have published recent papers looking at
potential student debt relief plans that establish meaningful goals for policy proposals in this area, though each
defines and operationalizes their goals distinctively. Our policy goals align somewhat more with those outlined
in the CAP analysis. See McKay and Kingsbury 2019 and Miller et al. 2019.
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final sample includes 6,248 households, of which 1,216 (roughly 20 percent) report holding student
debt.

The unit of analysis in the SCF is the “primary economic unit” (PEU), which refers to a subset of the
sampled household. The PEU is comprised of an economically dominant focal unit (either a single
individual or a focal couple) and all other household members who are “financially interdependent”
with that focal unit.5 Given the focus on the PEU, former students who move back into the family
residence but maintain financial independence may not be captured in the SCF. Students living in
dormitories are also not considered eligible households (although they may appear in their parents’
household if reported) (SCF Staff, 2019). These sampling issues may lead to downward biases in
estimates of total student loan volume, and could explain discrepancies in 2016 student loan
estimates between the SCF ($962 billion in total) and other sources like the Federal Reserve ($1.4
trillion in 2016) (2020) and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York ($1.3 trillion, 2016:Q4) (2020). Given
the greater impact of student loans on returning to the parental home for Black borrowers (Houle and
Warner 2017), estimates of debt for Black households in particular may be downwardly biased. This
would bias estimates of policy impacts, although the direction of bias is difficult to determine a priori
and depends on various parameters.

Student Debt Cancellation Outcomes
We examine the projected impact of student debt cancellation on median net worth for white and
Black households at cancellation levels up to $50,000. We estimate the proportion of borrowing
households experiencing full debt cancellation under given policies, and the proportion of borrowing
households with negative net worth experiencing a return to zero or positive net worth under given
policies. We used projected net worth to compute absolute and relative wealth gains. Absolute gains
are estimated as the difference between observed net worth and modelled net worth. Relative gains
are estimated as the ratio of modelled net worth to observed net worth. We provide estimates of
average wealth gains per household for a sample comprised of borrowers only, and for all households.

5

SCF documentation notes that “[t]he great majority of the time, the PEU and the household are identical”.
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We estimate loan cancellation effects on household net worth by eliminating up to the cancelled
amount from each individual borrowers’ student debt liabilities. This projection method assumes full
participation in the program and only considers immediate first-order impacts. The method does not
attempt to capture effects of increased wealth on investments and their long-term impacts on
household net worth. It also does not model the impact of reduced loan payments on household
disposable income and its potential effect on saving behavior.

Analyses assume that loan cancellations apply to individual loan holders, rather than households or
individual loans. The SCF is not designed to provide balance sheet information for individual
members of the PEU. We estimate student debt amounts for individual debt holders using
information reported for individual loans. The SCF provides information on up to six student loans
per household, plus a remainder “all other student loans” category. To obtain an approximate
measure of the number of loan holders and the value of their loans for each PEU, we used information
provided in the SCF regarding whose education each loan supported. Loans were reported as
supporting 1) the respondent, 2) their spouse/partner, or 3) a child. Each of these categories was
treated as an individual loan holder.

For example, if a household reported a total of $40,000 in loans, of which $15,000 was for respondent’s
education and $25,000 was for a child’s education, we considered the household to have two
individual loan holders. Under that assumption, a policy cancelling $20,000 in student loans would
yield a $35,000 increase in net worth for the household. This assumption may underestimate total
debt forgiveness. If loans supporting children’s education are held evenly by two different
individuals, for example, the household as a whole would receive an additional $5,000 in forgiveness.
This bias is likely to be minimal, however, because relatively few households report more than one
loan holder (1,061 households report one holder, 153 report two, and only two report three).
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Race and Ethnicity Variables
Characteristics of households in the SCF are reported for the PEU head, defined in the survey as the
single core individual in households without a core couple, and either the male (for mixed-sex
couples) or the older individual (for same-sex couples) in partnered or married households. “White”
refers to non-mixed race, non-Hispanic white heads of household and “Black” refers to non-mixed
race, non-Hispanic Black heads of household.

RESULTS
Figure 1 provides estimates of the proportion of households with student debt borrowers that would
experience full student debt cancellation at different forgiveness levels (left panel) and of the
proportion of households with student borrowers that currently have negative wealth who would
return to zero or positive wealth under a given cancellation policy (right panel). In both figures, the
horizontal axis shows the proposed cancelled student debt amount, in thousands of dollars. For
instance, the left panel indicates that providing $40,000 in student debt relief for individual borrowers
would provide full student loan forgiveness for roughly 75 percent of Black and white households
with a member that holds student debt.
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Figure 1. Impact of Loan Forgiveness on Selected Measures of Policy Reach

The projections presented in Figure 1 address our first and second stated policy goals—reach of relief
and significance for the most vulnerable borrowers. Estimates in the left panel of the figure suggest
that larger debt cancellation amounts translate directly to a wider spread of benefits, with the largest
marginal gains in relief occurring at lower cancellation amounts. Importantly, estimates of full relief
for Black and white households are substantively almost identical. This suggests that while student
debt forgiveness may not disproportionately reach Black borrowers—and therefore does not directly
reduce racial inequality among borrowers—its spread pattern is also not regressive.

The right panel of Figure 1 provides estimates of relief obtained by the most vulnerable borrowers by
showing the expected percentage of student borrowing households with negative net worth that
would return to positive net worth under different forgiveness amounts. The estimates again suggest
an increase in reach for increases in the cancelled amount, with the largest marginal gains occurring
at lower cancellation amounts. The proportion of most vulnerable borrowers experiencing a
significant enough wealth transfer to return to positive net worth is again similar for Black and white
households at all estimated cancellation amounts.
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Figure 2. Projected Median Wealth Changes, Student Borrowers Only

Figure 2 examines projected median wealth under different cancellation policies, focusing only on
households with student borrowers. These projections allow us to estimate expected average returns
for households directly targeted by the policy intervention. The first panel provides estimates of
projected net worth. Observed actual median net worth among borrowing households is provided as
the estimated net worth under a policy cancelling zero debt. The second panel focuses on the expected
absolute net worth gain at the median over observed net worth (projected minus actual net worth).
The third panel focuses on the expected relative net worth gain (projected divided by actual net
worth).

Figure 2 suggests the following conclusion. First, trends in net worth for Black and white households
indicate that while both groups of borrowers stand to experience a substantial wealth increase from
student loan forgiveness, the magnitude of the racial wealth gap among student borrowers remains
essentially unchanged at any forgiveness level considered. Second, the marginal increase in wealth
per increase in the cancellation amount is below one for the whole range (meaning wealth increases
slower than debt cancellation), and the marginal return lowers further as cancelled amounts increase.
Differences in patterns of debt holding across Black and white households mean that marginal
returns to wealth decrease faster for Black households. The result is that for virtually any cancellation
amount considered, white borrowers experience greater average wealth gains than Black borrowers.
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While not immediately obvious from the first panel, the second panel makes clear that student debt
cancellation leads to a slight increase in the racial wealth gap among borrowers.

However, the third panel of Figure 2 shows that in relative terms, Black borrowers disproportionately
benefit from the modelled debt cancellations. Partly this reflects Black borrowers’ extremely low
observed net worth. Under these circumstances, even relatively small cancellation amounts lead to a
massive relative increase in wealth. Cancelling $20,000 of student debt means a slightly more than
tenfold increase in Black wealth for this population. Gains for white households are also significant,
although dwarfed in the figure by Black borrowers’ large relative gains.

Another consideration is the number of households affected. The racial difference in student debt is
driven primarily by the much greater proportion of Black households holding student debt relative to
whites. In 2016, 20.2 percent of white households held a student loan compared with 30.7 percent of
Black households. Among student debt holders, average loan amounts are actually roughly similar for
both groups—$19,100 at the median for white households and $20,000 for Black households (authors’
estimated using the Survey of Consumer Finances). Thus, the total percentage of Black households
who would benefit from a student loan forgiveness policy would be greater than for white
households.

Overall, these estimates suggest that student debt cancellation may have a transformative impact on
Black borrowers through its positive impact on net worth. As a means for reducing wealth inequality
among borrowers, however, student debt cancellation appears to be more limited--not because the
program is ineffective as a wealth transfer initiative, but because the racial wealth gap is so large that
a much broader reparative policy initiative will be required to reduce it substantially.
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Figure 3. Projected Median Wealth Changes, All Households

Finally, Figure 3 provides similar estimates of changes in median wealth for Black and white
households, but this time averaged over the entire population. Estimates for the entire population
provide information different from our earlier focus on borrowers, because borrowers do not make
up the same proportion of the Black and white population. A larger proportion of the Black
population holds student debt relative to the white population. This means that debt cancellation has
the potential to reach a greater proportion of all Black households and have a greater impact on
overall Black wealth, even though white borrowers individually receive larger cancellation amounts
than Black ones.
The first panel of Figure 3 again suggests that overall racial wealth inequality is essentially unaffected
by student loan forgiveness. The overall magnitude of the gap remains the same at all cancellation
levels. The second panel allows a better understanding of changes in wealth level resulting from
different policies. By contrast to estimates reported in the previous figure, we see that student debt
cancellation has a larger positive impact on Black households than white households on average—
primarily due to the fact that more Black households hold debt compared to white households. Black
households experience relatively constant marginal wealth gains for cancellation amounts up to
$30,000. Marginal gains more or less plateau beyond this amount. The final panel of Figure 3 shows
that overall Black wealth is also projected to increase substantially in relative terms (up to a nearly 40
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percent increase at the highest cancellation amounts modelled) while the relative impact on average
white wealth remains modest.

CONCLUSION
Our analysis finds student debt forgiveness would impact economic wellbeing substantially,
completely eliminating educational debt for three quarters of student debtors at levels of $40,000 and
above. Relief to reduce the burden of debt payments is particularly important in these challenging
times in which economic vulnerability has spread along with the pandemic. While we do not model
them here, others have shown student debt forgiveness also has a net positive economic impact
(Fullwiler, Kelton, Ruetschlin, and Steinbaum 2018), which could serve as a stimulus to bolster the
economy in light of the economic fallout from the pandemic. A natural experiment in cancellation of
debt from a for-profit shows immediate personal improvements ranging from increased income to
geographic mobility (DiMaggio, Kalda and Yao 2019). The positive effects of an evidence-based student
debt cancellation policy for individuals and households extend far beyond the immediate need of
removing burdensome debt. The ramifications for financial and personal well-being, credit, job
stability and satisfaction, homeownership earlier in the life course, capacity to build wealth for
emergencies, human capital investments, family stability, and accumulating wealth can multiply
throughout a person’s life.

Overall, these results indicate that while individual white borrowers at the median stand to gain the
most in absolute dollars from student debt cancellation, the relative gains for Black borrowers are
much larger and the greater proportion of Black borrowers means that Black wealth overall would
experience more growth as a result. Given the many advantages wealth confers in the contemporary
U.S. context, the substantial increase in Black net worth is a very significant positive contribution of
student debt cancellation, one with potentially transformative positive impacts for Black families
overall. As a tool to reduce wealth inequality specifically, however, estimates show that student debt
cancellation alone is not a sufficient approach. The magnitude of the racial wealth gap and patterns
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of student debt holding among Black and white households are such that even relatively generous
cancellation policies fail to make a significant dent in the massive existing racial wealth disparity.

However, we still believe there is ample reason to pursue student debt forgiveness for reasons of racial
equity. The student loan program itself has disproportionate racial impacts, and pursuing harm
reduction by eliminating present and future debt is a worthy goal. In addition, future research should
more fully model the impact of debt forgiveness by factoring in the total saved through interest and
fees not paid, which is likely to also disproportionately benefit Black families.

We applaud the successful foregrounding of student debt as an issue for federal and state
governments to address through forgiveness as opposed to new loan products or terms. We see
student debt forgiveness as part of a larger set of necessary educational reforms in funding structure,
all of which together can work towards greater racial equity (Jiménez and Glater 2020). Restructuring
how college is paid for is increasingly urgent as higher education faces the simultaneous impact of an
uncontained pandemic and severe economic downturn, with negative implications for tuition
revenue, public funding streams, and investments.
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